OUTSTANDING PRESENTATION AWARD WINNERS

**Developing the capacity in our staff to effectively use data**
Denise Hayward, Tara Anglican School for Girls – Junior School, NSW

**What works to promote classroom wellbeing and learning from the perspectives of children and young people?**
Dr Kevin Anthony Perry
University of Aalborg, Denmark

**Classroom profiling: A data-driven approach to creating positive, supportive classrooms**
Dominic Fecteau
Our Lady of the Sacred Heart
Thamarrurr Catholic School, Wadeye, NT

**Meeting to learn: An innovative approach to learning at work**
Sacha Webster and Amy Tickle
Pitwater House, NSW

**Numeracy contextualised: Initiating and sustaining numeracy transfer across a high school culture**
Brett Moffett and Andrew Walmsley, Hervey Bay State High School, QLD and Rob Proffitt-White, Department of Education and Training, QLD

**Four teachers and 120 learners: The shift to ‘modern maths’**
Nikki Urlich
Campbells Bay School, New Zealand

**Survive and Thrive: Connecting with early career teachers through coaching**
Sheri Evans
The Institute for Professional Learning, WA
Corporate collaboration for whole-school improvement
Amadeo Ferra, McClelland College, VIC;
Julia Kirk, Experian Australia, VIC

The Jetson’s World: Online collaborative moderation between small, remote and metropolitan schools
Alicia Hoddle, Leigh Creek Area School, SA,
Leigh-Anne Williams, Unley High School, SA;
Susanne Jones, Department for Education and Child Development, SA

Self-improving schools: A collaborative success story from Queensland
Josephine Wise and Michele Walliker
Independent Schools Queensland

Learning walks: The mental pictures that change practice
Stuart Taylor, Riverside Christian College, QLD

Structured language: Unlocking the mystery of literacy for all
Steven Capp and Sarah Asome
Bentleigh West Primary School, VIC

The Katandra Project: Special and mainstream schools working together
Bruce McPhate and Sally Moloney
Katandra School, VIC;
Tracey Walker, Department of Education and Training, VIC